
Nine Tips to Grow as a Performer - By Nancy Castrogiovanni
 Today, I want to address a question that I have been asked many times during my career as a theatre director: How can one improve as a performer?

Embarking on this journey is a thrilling adventure that anyone can undertake, regardless of age. It's all about embracing your passion and dedicating

yourself to perfecting your craft. In this article, we will explore nine techniques to help you enhance your performance abilities.

 

 

 

1. Practice Regularly and Deliberately

 

 

Your dedication and passion for your chosen art form propel you to practice purposefully. It's not just about mindlessly repeating actions. The essence

lies in passionately pursuing excellence and consistently striving to improve every aspect of your performance. To truly enhance your skills, adopt a

strategic approach by dissecting your performance into smaller, manageable components. Consider each element with intent, whether it involves

refining a single musical note, mastering a specific dance move, or perfecting the delivery of a line in a monologue.

 

 

Enhancing the effectiveness of your practice sessions can be achieved by setting specific goals for each one, such as improving timing, expressing

emotions more effectively, or enhancing technical precision. Utilize tools and strategies like recording your performances to gain a fresh perspective

and identify areas for improvement. 

 

 

By practicing in various settings, you'll improve your ability to adapt your skills to different environments and audiences. Engage in activities that

stimulate your creativity and encourage you to step out of your comfort zone.

 

 

 



2. Seek Feedback and Constructive Criticism

 

 

Embrace feedback as a valuable and priceless gift on your path to artistic excellence. Achieving mastery isn't just about honing your skills in solitude; it

involves embracing the insights and perspectives of others, making the act of sharing your work an important part of your progress. Remember, every

master in their field once started as a novice, full of potential and eager to learn.

 

 

 

Seek advice and feedback from different sources, including peers who are on their own artistic journeys. They can offer both support and valuable

perspectives, enriching your understanding of your work. This broad spectrum of feedback provides a comprehensive view of your art, highlighting

strengths to build upon and pinpointing areas for improvement.

 

 

 

Remember, though, that the ability to receive feedback effectively is as nuanced as the art of providing it. Cultivating the skill to filter feedback is

crucial, as it allows you to discern and preserve insights that resonate with your goals and overlook those that do not. 

 

 

Grasping the fact that not all recommendations will be pertinent or helpful is an essential aspect of personal growth. This doesn't mean dismissing

criticism outright, but evaluating its source, intent, and applicability to your work.

 

 

 

3. Genuine Connections Through Authentic Performances



 

 

To forge a genuine connection with your audience, you need more than just technical skills. The true essence of connecting isn't found in flawless

technique but in the authenticity and vulnerability you express on stage. Let your genuine self shine through every note, every line, and every

movement. 

 

 

Engage with your audience by being true to yourself, allowing your personal experiences and emotions to illuminate your performance. Remember,

the performances that linger in the audience's memory are those that touch their hearts, not just those that catch their eyes. Shift your focus from

achieving technical perfection to creating heartfelt connections, and watch your performances gain deeper significance and impact.

 

 

 

4. Stay Physically and Mentally Fit
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 My literary debut, 'Beyond Boundaries?,' is a homage to my grandfather's remarkable life as an artist and theater director, and a canvas for my own

exploration of inherited art.
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